
Frequently Asked Q’s 

What is your style? 

We work very unobtrusively with a friendly and easy going attitude capturing all the details, 

emotions and events unique to each couple. Its an ebb and flow between photo journalism 

and fine art style. We like to capture the real moments of emotion while genuinely looking 

for the best lighting and composition and at times directing gently 

to create an image that is true to you and the story of your wedding day. 

How many images do you shoot each wedding? 

About 2,000. We edit that down to about 800-1,000 of the best and put them up on a personal 

online Gallery that stays up for ten years & your images are archived in the cloud for 10 

years.  The personal gallery is a great way to share with all your friends and family privately by 

email or via social media.  All your images may be downloaded or printed from a professional 

lab simply from the gallery.   There is even an option to share directly into Facebook & 

Pinterest! 

Do I get to keep the photos? 

Yes.  And you receive the high resolution original Jpg’s with no watermarks or additional download 
fees. 

When do I get my photos and how do I order prints? 
Your online gallery will be ready within 6-8 weeks and You, family & friends and can view, 

download, order prints simply via your personal gallery website. Print orders through your 

gallery ship directly from our Professional lab to your door and arrive aprox. 1-2 weeks 

from time of order.  

What lighting do you use? 
We love to creatively utilize natural light and ambient light. We never shoot straight on with flash but 

instead “bounce” the light so that indoor shots at night show the mood lighting that you have set up. 

Do you do posed/group/family shots? 

We do believe in orchestrating some important portraits and group shots. I suggest setting aside 



about 30-45 minutes before or after the ceremony for your group shots. Our philosophy is to keep the 

group shots organized and fun and we work with you to come up with a game plan for the big day. 

There is something beautiful about having all the most important people in your life together for 

these photos and we capture that energy and mood in a relaxed, playful and genuine way. 

I love how you use natural light. Do you have any helpful tips on how I can utilize this 
beautiful natural light on my wedding day? 

Yes. It is always great to plan your photos around the light if possible. 

1-2 hours before sunset is called “magic hour” and this is the ideal time for photos. Midday in the

sunlight is the most difficult because of the unflattering shadows this light casts and because of the 

comfort level for you and your wedding party. Shooting midday in the shade is a good option. Keep 

these tips in mind when you are envisioning where and when you would like your group photos. 

My reception is going to be very dark is that a problem? 

We have shot weddings that are solely lit by candles. Our cameras have a very high ISO rating 

which means we can easily shoot in low-lighting situations. 

Do you travel and are there travel fees? 

Yes we travel anywhere in the world. There are no fees up to 100 miles from Ventura County. After 

that expect to budget for our plane ticket or car and hotel. 

Do yo work with an assistant? 

If needed. For weddings over 125 people we suggest a second shooter. Our second shooters are 

also top of the line wedding photographers. There is an additional $575 fee for a second shooter. 

Do you shoot in color or B&W? 

Both. During our consultation let us know what your style is and we can do a little bit of color and a 

little bit of B&W, whatever suits you. 

How do the Heirloom Albums work? 

The Heirloom Albums are 40 spreads (2 pages per spread) which equates to somewhere around 130 

photographs.  Our lovely book designer sends you a Slideshow of the book 2 weeks after you have 

chosen your favorite images. Two full rounds of changes are included in the design process. Once we 

have your final approval your book is sent to our printing and binding people and is ready 



approximately 4 weeks later.  Albums are made from the finest materials available around the world so 

they can be treasured for generations to come. 

What is an Engagement session like? 

The sessions are a great way to really memorialize this time in a couple’s life together. 

The day of the wedding is such a busy time that there is often not much time to do those really special 

intimate portraits of the bride and groom. As seasoned photographers we are apt at working with 

concepts and inspiration to come up with an idea/s for your portrait session that is timeless, cool and 

best represents your personalities. 

Have you ever missed a wedding? 

No.  We have a backup regardless though. If there is an emergency a colleague would fill in place. 

Please reply to this email with any additional questions or ideas you may have.  

We’re O’ so excited for your wedding & looking forward to creating beautiful photographs 
with and for you! 




